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Attention; Ida Bedio i,
Legislative Coordinator

Dear Members:

Re: Elfrida Growth Area Study Update (PED18182) - Item 5.3

And Re: GRIDS 2 and Municipal Comprehensive Review 

We are the solicitors fo  t e Twenty Road West Landowners Group, owners of lands within the
block bounded by Upper James, Glancaste , Twenty Road and Dickenson. As die Committee is
aware, our clients have been active participants in die City s growth management exercise for¬
mally years including both with res ect to  ie Elfrida Growth Area Study and G IDS2.

We also note that our clients have completed, at their own cost and expense, the required
lanning studies for consideration of dieir "whitebelt" lands within GRIDS2/MCR for the

proposed new "Upper West Side" mixed use community. This includes a complete plan of
industrial subdivision application to enable the Gardi Street extension from Twent  Road to
Dickenson.

As noted by staff in its report, the pur ose of GRIDS2 is to identify urban boundary expansion
areas  equired to accommodate additional growdi to 2041. The GRIDS2/MCR planning process,
including all of the required public consultation and technical justification, is the basis upon
which the City s growth management policies are to be informed and imple ented.

We remind both City staff  nd City Coimcil that there are no predeter ined identified areas fo 
urban boundary growth to 2041. That is the issue which GRIDS 2 is to study. To consider
Elfrida or any othe  area as a predetennined or  preferred  place for growth is contrary to
provincial law and policy, as confirmed by the Minister's refusal to approve the UHOP Elfrida
policies.
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It is also important for us to point out that there is no lawfully permitted 2031 urban boundary
expansio . The requirements of the Growth Plan require the MCR process to plan for the 2041
time horizon. We therefore question the basis upon which the staff repo t continues to reference

2031  lanning horizon which is no longer relevant.

Practically, no development of Elfrida could even be realized until 2031 or close to that time
frame so we do not understand how this time horizon can reasonably be applied to justify tire
Elfrida expansion notwithstanding the legal requirement of the 2041 time horizon.

We also do not understand the basis upon which the City continues to move forward with the
Elfrida G owth A ea study considering that the lands have been designated as a Prime
Ag icultural Area. In this respect the Provincial Policy Statement specifically states growth
cannot be allocated to a prime agricultural area unless there are no reasonable alte  atives on

lower priority agricultural lands, hi early 2018, the Province released detailed agricultural
apping as part of its 2017 Growth Plan implementation exercise. According to this ma ping,

Elfrida and other  whitebelt  growth areas have been designated  Prime Agricultu al . The
Twenty Road West lands are not encumbered by a Prime Agricultural designation and as an infill
growth a e  surrounded by the urban area, prevailing Provincial Policy would direct growth to
these lower priority agricultural lands through a properly conducted MCR process prior to
consideration of prime agricultural lands.

We finally note that the staff report, which confirms that Elfrida can only proceed in the context
of the 2041 MCR, suggests that there is some basis u on which the MCR process has any
bearing on the outstanding UHOP appeals. We do not understand what staff means when it says:

The  pdated LNA mil provide inp t to address outstanding appeals to the OMB regarding the
Elfrida policies in the Rural Hamilton Official Plan and the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, in
addition to providi g a City-wide detailed, comprehensive app oach to residential intensification,
urban lan  invento y and urban boundary expansion.

We would appreciate further clarification of this statement. In the UHOP, the City attempted to
identify Elfrida  s a future urban growth area subject to a future urban boundary e pansion and
municipal co p ehensive review, but that the Province rejected (and continues to oppose) that
attempt. That is the issue in the UHOP appeal, so we have a great deal of difficulty trying to
unde stand tire cited state ent in the staff re ort. There cannot be a 2031 MCR process or urban
bo ndary expansion completed in the context of the UHOP appeals.

We bust that tire City will proceed with GRIDS 2 and the municipal comprehensive review to
consider u ban expansion on the Twenty Road West block through an appropriate and  rincipled
planning process. Tire MCR must be completed in accordance with provincial policy using a
2041 plannin  ho izon and consistent with the policies to protect prime agricultural a eas. Tire
MCR must also be completed on the basis of ti e Ministerial approved UHOP which eliminates
any  eference to Elfrida as a predetermined area for growth.

Based on tiiis submission, we would ask the Committee to include in its  esolution on th s item, a
direction to staff to report back on the status of other "whitebelt" lands in the City which can
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accommodate fut re giowtli before co sideratio  of prime agricultural areas. Wit o t this
important information, the City will not have the required info mation by which to make
reasoned planning decisions on its future urban boundary expansions.

We are only just in the process of making our w y through the attachments to the staff report,
including tire consultant report but have not been provided with sufficient op o tunity to
complete our review. Accordingly, we reserve the right to provide further submissions to staff
and to Council/Co mittee on the matter.

Yours truly,

FOOLER, RUBINOFF LLP

Joel D. Farber 

Joel D. Farber*

Services provided thro gh a professio al corporation

JDF
cc: clients
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